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GammaGamma--Energy Peak EfficiencyEnergy Peak Efficiency

In any gamma-spectrometric (quantitative) measurement 
with semiconductor detectors, the question of converting 
the number of counts - collected by multichannel analyser
(MCA) in a full energy peak - into the activity (concentration) 
of the sample/source cannot be avoided. 

There are, in principle, three approaches to this issue, as 
follows.



1) Relative, where one tries to imitate as good as possible 
the source by a standard (or vice versa), while keeping the 
same counting conditions for the two. Paid enough care, 
the result is, in general, so accurate that cannot be 
surpassed by other methods. 

However, we all know what "enough care" means in 
practice. Combined with the inflexibility in respect with 
varying source&container parameters (shape, 
dimensions, material composition), this represents raison 
d'être of the other approaches, as follows.



2) Absolute calculations (Monte Carlo methods) yield full 
energy peak efficiency (εp) or total efficiency (εtot) for a given counting arrangement.

It is essentially statistical treatment of the events which 
photons undergo - from being emitted by a source atom 
until the interaction with the detector active body -
including the treatment of the so produced electrons, 
positrons and other subsequent energy carriers. 



Absolute approach is beautifully exact, on condition that we
consider sufficiently large number of incident photons and
that we know all the details about 

- source, detector and intercepting layers‘ geometrical and
compositional data

- the corresponding photon attenuation  coefficients
- energy and angle dependent cross section for various photon 
interactions with the detector active body, and 

- parameters characterizing electron/positron behaviour in the latter 

At present, inherent statistical uncertainty of Monte Carlo
methods, unsatisfactory manufacturers' detector
specifications and relatively poor knowledge of the above
physical parameters (some of) are limiting factors for its 
applicability. 



3) Semiempirical models, trying to conciliate the previous 
two. Semiempirical models commonly consist of two parts: 

- experimental (producing one kind or another of 
reference efficiency characteristic of the detector) and 

- relative-to-this (‘efficiency transfer” – ET) calculation of εp

Inflexibility of the relative method is avoided in this way, as 
well as the demand for some physical parameters needed 
in Monte Carlo calculations. 

ET contributes significantly to error compensation in εp.



Numerous variations exist within this approach, with 
emphases either to experimental or to computational 
part. Most of them simplify (or oversimplify) the 
physical model behind, i. e. the treatment of 
- gamma-attenuation
- geometry and 
- detector response

It was shown earlier (within the development of the 
k0-NAA method) that only simultaneous differential 
treatment of these three factors is essentially justified. 
This fact is transformed into the concept of the 
effective solid angle      - a calculated value 
incorporating the three components, and closely 
related to the detection efficiency.



TheoreticalTheoretical

To the definition of To the definition of the effective solid angle the effective solid angle (    )(    )



TheoreticalTheoretical

Given a gammaGiven a gamma--source and a semiconductor detector, the source and a semiconductor detector, the 
effective solid angle is defined as:effective solid angle is defined as:

with with VVSS = source volume, = source volume, SSDD = detector surface exposed to = detector surface exposed to 
the source ("visible" by the source) andthe source ("visible" by the source) and



Here T is point varying over VS, P point varying over SD, 
and nu the external unit vector normal to infinitesimal 
area dσ at SD. Eq. (1) is thus a five fold integral. 

Factor Fatt accounts for gamma attenuation of the photon 
following the direction TP out of the detector active zone, 
while Feff describes the probability of an energy degradable photon interaction with the detector material 
(i.e. coherent scattering excluded), initiating the detector 
response. 

The two factors include therefore geometrical and 
compositional parameters of the materials traversed by 
the photon.



TheoreticalTheoretical

With With εεpp being proportional to being proportional to , the detection efficiency is , the detection efficiency is 
found as:found as:

where index "ref" denotes reference counting geometry  where index "ref" denotes reference counting geometry  
to which the actual one is relative.to which the actual one is relative.
The  above ratio reduces, even significantly, error The  above ratio reduces, even significantly, error 
propagation from input (e.g. detector) data !propagation from input (e.g. detector) data !



TheoreticalTheoretical

So as to apply this method the following should be known:So as to apply this method the following should be known:

�� reference efficiency curve (REC)reference efficiency curve (REC), usually obtained by counting , usually obtained by counting 
calibrated point sources at a reference distance (e. g. 15calibrated point sources at a reference distance (e. g. 15--20 cm), 20 cm), 
and covering gammaand covering gamma--energies (energies (EEγγ) in the region of interest (e. g. ) in the region of interest (e. g. 
50 50 --3000 3000 keVkeV); considerable effort should be put in this phase to ); considerable effort should be put in this phase to 
reach accurate (reach accurate (EEγγ) function, but it pays off in further ) function, but it pays off in further 
exploitation;exploitation;
�� geometrical and compositional datageometrical and compositional data about about 

-- sourcesource
-- detectordetector
-- intercepting layers (source container and holder, detector intercepting layers (source container and holder, detector 

end cap and housing, dead layers, etc.);end cap and housing, dead layers, etc.);
�� gammagamma--attenuation coefficientsattenuation coefficients for all materials involvedfor all materials involved



TheoreticalTheoretical

Cylindrical source Cylindrical source ((rr00 < < RR00))



TheoreticalTheoretical
For a cylindrical source coaxially positioned with the For a cylindrical source coaxially positioned with the 
detector, and with radius smaller than that of the detector detector, and with radius smaller than that of the detector 
(r(r00<R<R00):):

In the above, five fold integral is reduced to four fold due In the above, five fold integral is reduced to four fold due 
to axial symmetry. Disk and point sources are included in to axial symmetry. Disk and point sources are included in 
equation (for L=0, and L=0, requation (for L=0, and L=0, r00=0, respectively).   =0, respectively).   

(SOLANG, KAYZERO/SOLCOI)(SOLANG, KAYZERO/SOLCOI)



TheoreticalTheoretical

Cylindrical source Cylindrical source ((rr00 > > RR00))



TheoreticalTheoretical
For sources with radii larger than that of the detectorFor sources with radii larger than that of the detector
((rr00 > > RR00) we obtain:) we obtain:

withwith



TheoreticalTheoretical

MarinelliMarinelli geometrygeometry



TheoreticalTheoretical
MarinelliMarinelli geometry can be described as:geometry can be described as:



Accounting for detector Accounting for detector 
crystal crystal edge roundingedge rounding
((““bulettizingbulettizing””))
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detector data inputdetector data input



source container data inputsource container data input



geometry data inputgeometry data input



reference efficiency curve data inputreference efficiency curve data input



output data fileoutput data file



ANGLE frame is also easily adjustable to other ANGLE frame is also easily adjustable to other 
semiempiricalsemiempirical or Monte Carlo models for or Monte Carlo models for 
efficiency calculations, since communication with efficiency calculations, since communication with 
the user (data input/output) is nearly the samethe user (data input/output) is nearly the same



PossibilitiesPossibilities
�� Any type of commercial semiconductor Any type of commercial semiconductor 
detector (detector (HPGeHPGe, , GeGe--Li, well, LEPD)Li, well, LEPD)

�� Practically any type of typical gamma Practically any type of typical gamma 
source (point, disk, cylinder, source (point, disk, cylinder, MarinelliMarinelli))

�� Extraordinary flexible and userExtraordinary flexible and user--friendlyfriendly
3232--bit Windows applicationbit Windows application



Main Advantages:Main Advantages:

�� Broad application rangeBroad application range
�� High accuracyHigh accuracy
�� Easy data manipulationEasy data manipulation
�� Short computation timesShort computation times
�� FlexibilityFlexibility
�� Teaching/training aspectTeaching/training aspect
�� No detector No detector ““factory characterizationfactory characterization””



When assigning uncertainties to ANGLE 
calculation results, several 
uncertainty-contributing components 
should be distinguished, originating from

� Detector manufacturer
� ANGLE user and
� ANGLE software itself. These include:



� detector data, supplied by the manufacturer
� geometrical and compositional (chemical) 
data of the source, its container vessel and 
intercepting layers (between the source and 
the detector), introduced by the user
� reference efficiency curve, created or chosen 
by the user
� mathematical model and calculation method
applied (ANGLE)
� gamma-attenuation coefficients and other 
physical/chemical parameter data used in 
calculations (ANGLE)



Testing Efficiency Transfer Codes for Equivalence
(paper submitted to Appl. Rad. Isot.)
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Efficiency transfer (ET) from voluminous source   
(large cylinder, aquatic solution) to:

� Point source
� Large disc source (air filter paper)
� Cylinder (quartz matrix)

� n-type and p-type detectors
� Energy range 20 – 2000 keV





� How far can our expectation go from detector 
manufacturers about detector data?

� What is a reasonable accuracy to expect from 
detector efficiency characterization?







� Accuracy of detector specifications is limited by the 
technological process of their production (dead layer, 
vacuum, crystal impurities, crystal tilt/shift, …)

� Even two “identical” detectors from the production line 
may exhibit significantly different response to gamma-
radiation

� Major positive impact is due to partial canceling of input 
uncertainties for reference and actual counting geometry 

(ET error compensation)



� If not satisfied with detector data, more than one reference efficiency curve can be produced for the same detector –so as to closer match the actual samples to the most similar reference one (this option is valid rather for environmental monitoring than for k0-NAA), e.g. 
• two point-source ref. eff. curves (0 cm and 20 cm)
• one cylinder ref. eff. curve
• one Marinelli ref. eff. curve

� Uncertainty should be estimated for each case separately, since depending on many factors (energy, geometry, input data reliability, …)
� Eventually , “uncertainty budget” shows that the best 

expected combined εεpp uncertainty would be:
• 1-2% for point sources
• 3-4% for cylindrical source  
• 5-7% for Marinelli

( <100 keV and >2000 keV:   less reliable)





� Applicability to in-situ characterization of contaminated sites
� ANGLE is readily applicable to radioactivity measurements in the environment. Several possibilities are straightforwardly at user’s disposal
� Regular” radioactivity measurements of 

– voluminous (solid or liquid) samples collected at contaminates sites (either in cylindrical or Marinelli beakers), or
– filters collecting air radioactivity by means of air pumps 
(“disc” sources). 

� ANGLE supports these cases directly through combination of appropriate entries in Source and Container windows. Activity (A) of a particular nuclide is then simply derived from ANGLE-calculated full-energy detection efficiency and net gamma-peak area (Np) recorded by multichannel analyzer (MCA) during counting time tm :
A . εp = Np / tm



� Soil radioactivity can be measured by positioning the 
detector towards the ground or in a hole. These cases 
correspond to infinite cylinder and infinite Marinelli
geometry, respectively. In practice, however, only limited 
area relatively close to the detector contributes relevantly 
to the measurement – outside that area the contribution is 
negligible, either because of the distance or attenuation, or 
both. 1m source radius (cylinder or Marinelli) usually is 
good enough approximation. 

� Note this model assumes radioactivity to be 
homogeneously distributed in the soil. An illustration of 
data entry for quasi-infinite cylindrical source is given.



Detector

Soil



DetectorSoil



� In case of surface contamination infinite soil surface can 
be approximated by a large, finite disc. When surface 
radioactivity migrates to within certain depth into the soil, 
slab geometry can be applied. This is, in effect, a large thin 
cylinder from ANGLE calculations standpoint. 

� Note that previous example (surface contamination) is, in 
mathematical terms, a special case of this one



Detector

Infinite soil slab



Detector

Finite soil slab



























ANGLE v3.0ANGLE v3.0
http://www.dlabac.com/angle/files/angle_setup.exehttp://www.dlabac.com/angle/files/angle_setup.exe
http://www.ortechttp://www.ortec--online.com/software/angle.htmonline.com/software/angle.htm

bobo_jovanovic@yahoo.co.uk,   adlabac@t-com.me



Thanks!



MontenegroMontenegro
-- a great heart of the Mediterranean a great heart of the Mediterranean --








































